
議程

* Agenda subject to change

  

50 
mins Opening Keynote

繁體中文 - 國語場 Innovation at Amazon AI/ML Fundamentals Build, Train, and Deploy  
ML models

AI Services and  
Applications

AI/ML Services  
and Devices

AI/ML Experiential  
Showcase

30 
mins 議程即將公佈

Create tomorrow with data 
and machine learning

(Level 100)

Getting started with 
machine learning and 

improve productivity in a 
fully integrated development 

environment
(Level 100)

Automate machine learning
life cycle and get your ML 

models to production faster 
(Level 300)

Build high quality fraud 
detection ML models and 

detect fraud online rapidly
(Level 200)

Train, evaluate, and tune your 
reinforcement learning model 

with AWS DeepRacer 
(Level 300)

1. DeepRacer Zone  

2. Builders’ Zone 

3. Hands-on Labs 

4. Customers’ 
 Experiential Arena 

 
5. Ask the Experts

30 
mins 議程即將公佈

An overview of Amazon 
SageMaker security

(Level 100)

Speed up and simplify 
time-series forecasting and 
real-time personalization

 to solve complex 
business challenges

(Level 200)

10 
mins 中場休息

30 
mins

議程即將公佈

Accelerate Your  
ML Journey Accelerate machine  

learning projects with  
AWS Marketplace

(Level 200)

Automatically build ML models 
with accurate training datasets 
and implement human review  

in ML predictions
(Level 300)

Amazon Kendra: Reinventing 
enterprise search and

 interaction with data using AI
(Level 300) 

Automate code reviews and 
application performance 
recommendations with 

Amazon CodeGuru
(Level 400)

Accelerating machine 
learning: Your role in  

the journey
(Level 100)

30 
mins

Engaging audiences using 
machine learning in media

(Level 200)

ML model deployment 
techniques using Amazon 

SageMaker Managed 
Deployment, Amazon  

Elastic Inference, Amazon  
Neo, and AWS Inferentia

(Level 300)

Breaking language barriers 
with AI

(Level 300)

Customize image and video 
analysis with AI and 

machine learning
(Level 200)

議程即將公佈

30 
mins

Learn machine learning like an 
Amazonian 
(Level 100)

ML workflows with Kubernetes 
and Amazon SageMaker

(Level 200)

Accelerate building of deep 
learning applications

(Level 400)

Power cloud contact center 
with analytics using 

machine learning
(Level 300)

Get started with generative AI 
with AWS DeepComposer

(Level 300)

30 
mins Closing Remarks


